GCSACC CAPE SUMMER CLASSIC / TWO-MAN CHAMPIONSHIP
Rules of Play
Play of matches will be 4 Ball Match Play, Low Net. All matches will be played with 80% handicap
allowance. We would prefer that teams consist of at least (1) Superintendent, but teams can consist of
any two GCSACC members. Based on the number of entries, the Tournament Committee will create
brackets based off current USGA handicaps.
A. One point will be competed for on each hole. A match tied after 18 holes will go to sudden
death, the first team to gain a point advantage wins
B. Every player must have their up-to-date handicap index with them on match day. An up to date
handicap card is defined as a minimum of three scores posted in the previous year.
a. Using the handicap index. Each player’s local handicap will be obtained in the golf pro
shop of the course at which the match is to be played, based upon the slope rating at
that course. All matches are to be played form the middle set of Men’s Tees (i.e. middle
tress in a “forward, middle, back format”; “back tees in a forward, middle, back,
championship format”); women shall play form the forward tees. Matches’ may be
played from any set of tee markers if mutually agreed upon; ensure handicapping index
is done from the appropriate set of tees.
b. After handicaps are determined, the lowest handicap of the group will be subtracted
from all the player’s handicaps, thus reducing the lowest to zero, and the others to the
difference between theirs and the lowest. Each player receiving strokes will then take
them in the order assigned on the scorecard starting with the #1 handicap hole. (Ex: a
player receiving 4 strokes will take one each on handicap holes 1, 2, 3 and r4.)
C.

USGA rules for 4 Ball Match Play shall apply. Every team is advised to have a rulebook present
to settle rules questions amicably.

D.

Results are to be sent to the Tournament Director via email immediately after match concludes.
The winning team has the responsibility for reporting the results of the match. Please send the
results in the following format: Example; if Team A is up by two points through the 17th hole
they win by 2&1. It is the responsibility of the player to record their own score.

E.

If two teams do not play before the deadline, a coin toss will determine the winner of the
match. However, if it is determined that no effort was made by a particular team to complete
the match before the deadline, the opposing team will be awarded the victory with a coin toss.
Contact the Tournament Director if the deadline is nearing and you are having trouble
scheduling the match.

F.

Deadlines as Follows:
1 st Round- must be played on or before June 21st
Quarter finals-must be played on or before August 15th
Semi-finals-must be played on or before September 21th
Finals-must be played on or before October 31st

Please remember that all players are representing the GCSACC when they are guest of the host
courses. It is very important that you check dress codes with the host course.

Entry Fee is $50 per team. Half of the money raised from the entry fee will go towards the
GCSACC Scholarship and Research fund. The other half will be paid as the winner’s purse.

